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From the Editor
Our big annual event; "Dog Days Wine Tour" is right around the corner. July
16th is the day and it is our 10th year for this event! We expect 300 - 500
guests so of course a lot of help is needed. Silver Wheels members are
encouraged to volunteer some time before or during the event. Many hands
make things easier for all. Actually, by now you should have already
volunteered for a "job". If not, contact Ed Stewart or one of the other
organizers and they will find a place for you. It's a fun day spent with your
fellow members and the biking community. Want to ride it? You can do that
on Saturday, July 9th. See the club calendar for more details.
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Recent Rides & Events:

Crashing into Missouri?
11 Silver Wheelers attended the “Ride The Fault Line” event the week of June
12th through 18th. A detailed account of the fun and hi-jinks that ensued was
deemed unfit to be written about in the newsletter. If you are interested in
the details you can come to the July Membership meeting where you will be
entertained by the following discussion topics.
Find out whose nuts were vacuum packed, who ate the green eggs, hear all

Find out whose nuts were vacuum packed, who ate the green eggs, hear all
about the skinny bridge, and just how hot was it. What does Gumby on
steroids looks like, hear stories of the greatest pace line ever. Who derived a
bit too much pleasure in the torture room? Which Silver Wheeler is a fairy
expert, or is that a ferry expert. Who swallowed a huge cucumber…
cucumber margarita that is? Who got naked in the back of a semi? And who
went commando all week.
The answers to these questions and more await you at the July 21st club
meeting

SOCIAL NEWS FROM SUE WELLS
FREE FOOD!
Depot Days was well attended with 64 riders. Some folks even rode 100 plus
miles in over 90 degree temps. I am just in awe of the strength and
perseverance of the members of our club! Well, maybe due to the heat that
day we have some left over snacks. They are granola bars and individual
boxes of raisins. As I did last year, I will take them to the Ride the Dog. Look
for them in a marked box in the parking lot. I will probably put them in a
shady spot if there is one nearby. Please help yourself to them. Hoping for
good weather and will see you all at the Dog.

Sue

How many Silver Wheelers does it take to change a flat?
One. Plus one to time him and bunches more to jeer him on.

Silver Wheelers can sniff out any winery

Love those Lake Erie views

Silver Wheelers in the July/Aug Arrowhead

What is the Old Bike Hanging in my Brother's
Garage?
Part 5 - Shifting and Drive Systems from the 70s and 80s
By Carl Gonzalez
Some that purchased bikes during the early seventies were rousingly
disappointed because it took skill to ride ten speeds including some that were
uncomfortable beyond imagination. Friction shifting (more later) was an
acquired skill, drop bar brakes were difficult to actuate, and those awful asshatchet saddles that were nothing like the Schwinn cruiser you rode as a kid
and were uncomfortable as heck. Fragile skinny tires did not help either. But
cycling enthusiasts grew accustomed to these machines and their acquired
tastes evolved with appreciation of some truly fine, fun, ten speed bicycles.
In 1972, friction downtube or friction stem levers were your only option to
change speeds. Friction means no clicking during your shift. You had to rely
on inexact lever movement, the sound of the chain engaging cogs, and the
tactile feel of the entire shift. It was an inexact skill that could frustrate a
seasoned rider at times, but they accepted it. Their solution? Don't change
gears so much!! Later in the seventies, retrofriction levers came on the scene,
some with springs and small clutches inside the lever, that refined the art of
friction shifting. I use retrofriction levers today and they are still a preferred
choice for shifting for me. In the mid 80s, Shimano delivered index shifting,
providing an exact shift every time. Indexing changed the game for all
component manufacturers. Indexing by Shimano was so advanced that it
helped drive Suntour out of business due to their quirky inability do deliver a
easy-to-set-up product. Campagnolo refused to accept that real racers would
ever use index shifting because it was noisier than friction shifting and,
therefore, index shifting would tip off other racers about each of your shifts.
That notion, on it's own, could have driven any other company other than

That notion, on it's own, could have driven any other company other than
Campagnolo out of business. Eventually, though, Campy came around to
manufacture index shifting systems and continues to be a player in high end
racing bike componentry. Other lesser component manufacturers went by the
wayside. All that was left standing were Shimano, Campagnolo and a wobbly
Suntour. Index shifting, by the way, is the root technology behind brake
lever shifting, or “brifters”. Other shifter mechanisms you might see on that
old bike in the garage could be bar end shifters or Suntour “Barcons” like
what Ed S uses and I have on couple of my bikes.
Derailleurs seem to be most people's favorite subject. The differences in
older derailleurs from the 70s were the cage designs of the mechanism.
Campagnolo, Simplex, Huret and other manufacturers used a parallelogram
design that was inexact in function but was well suited to inexact friction
lever shifitng. During the early 70s, Suntour developed the slant
parallelogram derailleur that is the harbinger of todays derailleur design.
With the slant parallelogram, the jockey wheels stayed closer to the
freewheel cogs and provided better chain wrap around the rear cogs that
resulted in more exact shifting. While Suntour held the closed patent on this
design until the mid-80s, Shimano was waiting in the wings to adapt the slant
parallelogram design to their derailleurs and mate them to their precise index
shifters. When that that happened, Suntour was in trouble and suffered a
slow demise in the market. Shimano became, and still is, the king. (Note that
earlier in the 80s, Shimano experimented and failed with a rear derailleur
called Parallax with indexing in the derailleur, not on the lever, for novice
riders. If your brother had this type of mechanism on his bike, throw the bike
out.)
Next month we will talk about Groups, Handlebars, Pedals and Saddles.

Regular exercise protects against cognitive decline in later years
by Laura Soderlind
Regular exercise in middle age is the best lifestyle change a person can make
to prevent cognitive decline in the later years, a landmark 20-year study has
found. University of Melbourne researchers followed 387 Australian women
from the Women's Healthy Ageing Project for two decades. The women were
aged 45 to 55-years-old when the study began in 1992. The research team
made note of their lifestyle factors, including exercise and diet, education,
marital and employment status, number of children, mood, physical activity
and smoking.
The women's' hormone levels, cholesterol, height, weight, Body Mass Index
and blood pressure were recorded 11 times throughout the study. Hormone

and blood pressure were recorded 11 times throughout the study. Hormone
replacement therapy was factored in. They were also asked to learn a list of
10 unrelated words and attempt to recall them half an hour later, known as
an Episodic Verbal Memory test. When measuring the amount of memory loss
over 20 years, frequent physical activity, normal blood pressure and high
good cholesterol were all strongly associated with better recall of the words.
Study author Associate Professor Cassandra Szoeke, who leads the Women's
Healthy Ageing Project, said once dementia occurs, it is irreversible. In our
study more weekly exercise was associated with better memory. "We now
know that brain changes associated with dementia take 20 to 30 years to
develop," Associate Professor Szoeke said. "The evolution of cognitive decline
is slow and steady, so we needed to study people over a long time period. We
used a verbal memory test because that's one of the first things to decline
when you develop Alzheimer's Disease."
Regular exercise of any type, from walking the dog to mountain climbing,
emerged as the number one protective factor against memory loss. Asoc Prof
Szoeke said that the best effects came from cumulative exercise, that is, how
much you do and how often over the course of your life. "The message from
our study is very simple. Do more physical activity, it doesn't matter what,
just move more and more often. It helps your heart, your body and prevents
obesity and diabetes and now we know it can help your brain.
It could even be something as simple as going for a walk, we weren't
restrictive in our study about what type." But the key, she said, was to start
as soon as possible. "We expected it was the healthy habits later in life that
would make a difference but we were surprised to find that the effect of
exercise was cumulative. So every one of those 20 years mattered. "If you
don't start at 40, you could miss one or two decades of improvement to your
cognition because every bit helps. That said, even once you're 50 you can
make up for lost time."

Ride The Dog July 9th / Work the Dog July 16

Ride The Dog July 9th / Work the Dog July 16

Strange....
A hotel is banning Lycra-clad customers, in an attempt to remove any
“unsightly bumps and bulges”. The Plough Hotel in Rangiora, North
Canterbury New Zealand, is now serving breakfast and owner Mike
Saunders wants to up the dress code. “We just want to set the standards out
here in the country and make sure people wear trousers when they go out for
breakfast.” A sign has been placed outside the hotel informing potential
customers that Lycra shorts are not allowed. “It’s just a little unsuitable, we
don’t always want to see any unsightly bumps and bulges,” Saunders
said. “We get a nice group of customers out here, some elderly folk . . . when
you’re trying to concentrate on your breakfast you just want to see the
sausages on your plate.” Saunders said he didn’t have many cyclists coming
into the hotel but expected to see more patrons in the morning now they
serve breakfast. He hoped people didn’t take the dress code personally.
Pegasus Cycling Club chairwoman Tracy Clark said the move showed a “lack
of understanding” about cyclists. “There’s people in New Zealand now who
have grown up disconnected from bicycles, have no understanding of what it
is to get out there and ride and see the scenery, they are interested in getting
in their car and driving place to place. “Generally a good cycle ride involves
some food along the way, if the guy in Rangiora doesn’t want them to go to
his place that’s fine, there’s plenty of other places.” In 2013,
Heathcote’s Castle Rock Cafe had a similar sign out front deterring Lycra-clad
cyclists. Cafe manager Amy Grice said the sign had been put up by the former
owner because of an incident with a large man in tiny shorts. That sort of
sight was not suitable for children, she said.

Tour de France July 2 – 24
High-powered thermal cameras using atomic research technology will be
used on the Tour de France to help eradicate the threat of riders using hidden
motors inside their bikes. A leading French science and technology research
body into atomic energy, called the CEA, will provide the technology required
for the testing, France's junior minister for sports Thierry Braillard said on
Monday.
Thermal cameras help to detect the heat produced by a small hidden motor,
even if the motor is turned off. CEA-provided cameras were used at the
French championships over the weekend and further research is ongoing.
Braillard said a new law will be submitted to parliament for approval later this
year, whereby "sporting fraud" of this nature is punishable by law. The
International Cycling Union added that it has enough resources to carry out
up to 4,000 tests at the Tour, which begins on July 2.
"We are sending a clear message, which is that there is literally nowhere to
hide for anyone foolish enough to attempt to cheat in this way," UCI
president Brian Cookson said on Monday. A magnetic resistance test is carried
out with a tablet computer using software to scan a bike, and it can detect
motors, magnets and batteries in a bicycle's frame, wheel hubs and rims in
less than 30 seconds

Natural (almost) Wasp Repellent

By Carl Gonzalez

Last September at the very conclusion of a mid-week SW ride, I was stung by
a wasp heading back to my car at Ace. The sting was very painful, with the
creature nailing me around my collar bone. Within a few minutes I
experienced anaphylaxis symptoms which included difficulty breathing and
chest pains, which were preceded by unbelievable itching from the top of my
head to my toes. I was lucky. I got home safely but I should have visited the
ER ASAP. Later, I phoned my doctor and he prescribed Epipens of which I
always have with me on my rides to minimize the effects of anaphylaxis
shock. All of this got me thinking about the ounce of prevention adage.
Searching the web, I found a number of sites talking about repelling wasps.
To my knowledge there are no commercial repellents available. Of the
recipes I saw, the common ingredient is essential peppermint oil,
commercially available from Amazon and health food places. The secret is,
supposedly, that wasps cannot breathe when in range of peppermint. I have
been trying this recipe and I am not claiming that this recipe will work for
you, but so far it seems that it does repel them for me. Here goes:
8 oz of water

8 oz of water
1 tablespoon of Essential Peppermint Oil
a few drops of Dawn dishwashing liquid (to break up the oil)
I mix it all in an old cycling water bottle so it is easier to slowly squirt the mix
in to small perfume atomizers you can find on Amazon. The atomizers are
about 50mm by 15mm approx. and easy to fit in your bag or jersey. I spray
my jersey and shorts before the ride and after a break, mid-ride. I may
increase the amount of peppermint oil I use later on. We'll see. (Peppermint
oil is strong stuff.) Some of the recipes called for additional ingredients like
lemon grass oil and vinegar but I will pass on that for now.
If allergies like this affect you, be sure to carry all necessary precautions and
a cell phone. Be prepared to call 911, the Sheriff, Highway Patrol, depending
on where you are located if in the middle of nowhere. This requires us to
have options particularly when there are no ERs available nearby.

Cleaning your cycling clothes
Dirty, stinky and damp – that pretty much describes a cyclist after a big ride.
A shower takes care of the rider but what about the dirty, stinky shorts &
jerseys? A friends father once told me jokingly, that you know it’s time to
wash your undies and socks when you can throw them against the wall and
they stick! Don’t follow that advice, instead wash those bike clothes after
every ride. Here are some laundry room tips:
Close all fasteners and turn the item inside-out.
Make sure the rinse temp matches the wash temp.
Detergent clings to high-tech fibers so make sure those items are well rinsed.
A hot dryer will overheat synthetic fibers and damage silicone grippers
So…hang and drip-dry is best for synthetics such as Spandex.
If it’s nice weather, get them extra fresh by hanging outside.
Don’t use fabric softeners. If not well rinsed, those chemicals will get on your
skin when you sweat.
Don’t wash waterproof shells too often as the protective coating can be worn
off.
If you ride often and need clean shorts but don’t want to wait until laundry
day, take them into the shower, lather them with a mild shampoo or body
wash, rinse and drip dry. They’ll be ready to go the next day.

wash, rinse and drip dry. They’ll be ready to go the next day.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reminder: Mary Minter is our Sunshine contact.
Please let her know of any incidents related to our membership. This includes
accidents, operations, loss of family, hospitalization, etc. It is impossible to
keep track of everyone. So, please spread the word if some sunshine
greetings are needed.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Here is a 10 question quiz to determine your level of cycling addiction. A score
of 4 to 8 is a Road Warrior and a 9 or a 10 is a true Road Addict.
By Rob Hipskind
1. Do you sometimes look for your helmet mirror when pushing your
shopping cart through the grocery store?
2. Do you wake up in the middle of the night desperately trying to unclip?
3. Do you refuse to mow or rake if the temperature is below 50 degrees but
don't think twice about riding at anything above 32 degrees?
4. Do you think Queen’s song I Want to Ride My Bicycle is much better than
their more popular song Bohemian Rhapsody?
5. Do you take your bike with you, but leave your spouse at home, while car
shopping to make sure the bike fits?
6. Do you know your way around Oberlin better than your hometown?
7. Do you calculate the ratio of car miles to and from a ride versus actual
miles on the bike to determine your travel efficiency ratio?
8. Do you know exactly how many miles you need to ride to burn off calories
equal to a slice of pizza and a beer?
9. Do you clean your bike more often than your house?
10. Do you raise your butt out of your seat when driving over railroad tracks
in your car?
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